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Initial selection of tidal stream energy sites is
primarily based on identifying areas with the
maximum current speeds. However, optimal design
and deployment of turbines requires detailed investiga-
tions of the temporal variability of the available
resource, focusing on areas with reduced variability,
and hence the potential for more continuous energy
conversion. These aspects are investigated here for
some of the most promising sites for tidal array
development across the north-western European shelf
seas: the Alderney Race, the Fromveur Strait, the
Pentland Firth, and the Orkney channels. Particular
attention was dedicated to asymmetry between the
flood and ebb phases of the tidal cycle (due to the
phase relationship between M2 and M4 constituents),
and spring-neap variability of the available resource
(due to M2 and S2 compound tides). A series
of high resolution models were exploited to (i)
produce a detailed harmonic database of these
three components, and (ii) characterize, using energy
resource metrics, temporal variability of the available
power density. There was a clear contrast between
the Alderney Race, with reduced temporal variability
over semi-diurnal and fortnightly time scales, and
sites in western Brittany and North Scotland which,
due to increased variability, appeared less attractive
for optimal energy conversion.
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21. Introduction
Exploitation of the hydro-kinetic power of tidal currents by in-stream turbines is an attractive
solution to provide, with minimal visual impact, predictable and sustainable renewable energy.
Whereas tidal energy converters are still in the early stages of development, demonstration arrays
of horizontal-axis turbines have been successfully deployed in coastal shelf seas, typically within
tidal straits, contributing to the total energy-mix [1]. Successful design and deployment of devices
in the marine environment require accurate and refined numerical assessments of the available
resource. However, site selection is not simply a question of identifying areas with maximum tidal
currents magnitudes, but has to integrate other physical characteristics including consideration
of the spatial and temporal variability of the available resource [2]. These aspects are particularly
fundamental in locations with strong asymmetry in tidal current magnitude and direction
(misalignment) between the flood and ebb phases of the tidal cycle. Numerical simulations of
the Orkney archipelago (Scotland, the United-Kingdom) demonstrated that a 30% asymmetry
in tidal current velocity may result in a 100% asymmetry in power density [3]. More recently,
simulations of the “Raz de Sein” (western Brittany), revealed that pronounced misalignments
over 20o (between peak ebb and flood currents) may induce a deficit of over 12% of the monthly
averaged extractable energy from a single device. Further effects were expected, at the scale of
a tidal turbine array, where interactions between devices may increase the asymmetry in power
production between peak ebb and flood [4]. Further, the total energy yield of a given array may be
impacted by resource variations over longer time scales experiencing lunar inequalities in relation
to differences between (i) spring condition characterized by rated power and (ii) neap condition
with sub-optimal power generation [5,6]. Meteorological forcings, and especially wind-generated
surface-gravity waves, may also alter tidal currents and modulate the associated power density,
with variations exceeding 10% during storm conditions [7–9].

At the stage of turbine farm development, an overall investigation of these variabilities,
covering the scale of continental shelf seas, is fundamental in refining site selection. Indeed,
besides a local characterization of the available power resource, an advanced comparison between
potential tidal stream energy sites will help optimize the geographical distribution of turbines
within an array and the aggregation of electricity generation from discrete regions into a unified
electricity network [10]. However, refined numerical resource assessments generally focus on a
single site, setting aside further comparisons between different locations with strong potential for
tidal array development. Apart from local exceptions in western Brittany and the western English
Channel [6,11], comparisons between tidal stream energy sites therefore generally rely on large-
scale numerical models with spatial resolutions of several kilometers [5,10,12]. Whereas these
studies have provided further insights into regional tidal hydrodynamics of interest for potential
device developers, the computational grid size remained much larger than the dimension of
a turbine, resulting in an approximate definition of tidal characteristics within narrow straits
and channels characterized by a complex coastline geometry and significant variations of water
depths. With a reduced number of computational grid nodes, large-scale studies are not suitable
for resolving the spatial variability of tidal current magnitudes and directions in tidal-stream
energy sites with restricted footprints. In the Irish Sea, Lewis et al. [2] reported that regional
numerical investigations with a spatial resolution over 1 km may over-estimate the expected
power by over 50% from second-generation technologies liable to exploit tidal currents with peak
flow over 2 m s−1. Stronger uncertainties may result from the approach of current misalignment
in these areas, characterized by significant spatial variations of tidal current directions between
peak flood and ebb [4,6].

The present investigation complements these large-scale evaluations by exploiting a series of
local numerical predictions, at high spatial resolution, in areas of the north-western European
shelf seas with strong potential for tidal array development: (i) the Alderney Race in the English
Channel, (ii) the Fromveur Strait off western Brittany, (iii) the Pentland Firth and the Firths of
the Orkney archipelago in North Scotland (Figs. 1 and 2, Section 2). These locations correspond



3naturally to sites with the highest tidal currents magnitudes and associated kinetic energy
resource, but also to areas where there has been significant commercial and research interest.
Separating the Scottish mainland from the Orkney archipelago, the Pentland Firth is one of the
most symbolic illustrations of the tidal energy industry with the MeyGen project (directed by
Simec Atlantis Energy) that intends to deploy the world’s largest farm of tidal turbines. This
project, implemented within the inner sound between the island of Stroma and mainland Scotland
(Fig. 3), currently has four 1.5 MW horizontal-axis devices grid connected. With around 70 islands
separated by a series of energetic tidal channels, the Orkney archipelago further integrates, as part
of the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC), a full-scale grid-connected tidal test site within
the Fall of Warness, the central tidal strait which links the Eastern-north Atlantic to the North
Sea through the Firths of Westray and Stronsay [13]. This location is currently experimenting
the implementation of a 1 MW tidal-stream turbine as part of the ETI funded ReDAPT project
[14]. Another interesting application is the Sabella project (directed by Sabella SAS) that has
implemented a 0.5 MW horizontal-axis turbine, off western Brittany, in the Fromveur Strait
between the Molène archipelago and the island of Ushant, supplying electricity to the local grid.
Various projects are also under consideration to harness the tidal currents of the Alderney Race,
considered as one of the most promising locations in the world for large-scale exploitation of
the tidal stream energy [15,16]. An advanced comparison of the available tidal stream energy
resource with other key locations in north-western European shelf seas will thus help optimize
the selection of turbines within these environments.

  

UNITED-KINGDOM

FRANCE

IRELAND

Figure 1. Mean water depths of the north-western European shelf seas with the delimitation of the three computational

domains considered in western Brittany, the English Channel and North Scotland.
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Figure 2. Maximum depth-averaged tidal current magnitudes during a year, recomposed from 10 primary constituents

(M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1, M4 and MS4) across the north-west European shelf seas based on a 2 km tidal

harmonic database of depth-averaged current components [6]. The different numbers show the locations of tidal stream

energy sites considered in this study: (#1) the Alderney Race, (#2) the Fromveur Strait and (#3) the Pentland Firth and

the Firths of Orkney.

Particular attention was first devoted to semi-diurnal asymmetry in tidal current magnitudes
between the flood and ebb phases of the tidal cycle, resulting from velocities associated with
the principal semi-diurnal lunar component M2 and its quarter-diurnal harmonic M4 [17]. The
investigation was then conducted on the variability of the available resource between spring and
neap conditions from the principal lunar and solar harmonic components M2 and S2. Whereas
local simulations were based on different models with specific site parameterisations, a consistent
approach was adopted across the different computational domains by performing harmonic
analysis of predictions of tidal free-surface elevations and depth-averaged currents with the
same algorithm developed by Codiga [18] in the Utide tidal analysis and prediction package.
Following regional resource assessments [5,6], these local harmonic databases were exploited to
evaluate the variability of the tidal stream energy resource by calculating a series of metrics based
on M2, S2 and M4 harmonics.

After an overall description of the characteristics of tidal stream energy sites including specific
information on tidal range, current magnitude and power density (Section 2), particular attention
was devoted to the implementation of high-spatial-resolution models (based on depth-averaged
and three-dimensional approaches) in the three study areas (western English Channel, western
Brittany and North Scotland) (Sections 3-(a) and 3-(b)). We also described the harmonic tidal
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Ushant
Molène archipelago

Alderney

Mainland Scotland

CotentinPeninsula

StromaSwona
WesternBrittany

Cap de La Hague

Stronsay Firth
Westray Firth

Fall of Warness
Shapinsay

Pentland Firth
Fromveur Strait

Alderney Race Orkney mainland
Hoy

Figure 3. Overview of the bathymetry in the Alderney Race, the Fromveur Strait, the Pentland Firth and the Orkney

archipelago. Water depth (in metres) is relative to mean sea level. The locations of current measurements are indicated

with red circles. Yellow circles show locations where time series of current observations and measurements were displayed

in Figs. 4 and 5.

analysis applied to these local predictions and the tidal energy resource metrics considered
to characterise the variabilities in tidal stream power at quarter-diurnal and spring-neap time
scales (Section 3-(c)). This investigation resulted in detailed distribution maps of (i) tidal current
magnitudes and associated power density (Section 4-(a)) and (ii) tidal current ellipses and
energy resource metrics (Sections 4-(b) and 4-(c)). The superimposed effects of wind-generated
surface-gravity waves were finally discussed (Section 4-(d)). Beyond a simple assessment based
on the highest current magnitudes, these different evaluations provided crucial information
identifying areas with (i) near-rectilinear tidal currents favorable for the implementation of fixed-
orientation turbines or (ii) with pronounced misalignments more adapted to devices with a
yawing mechanism [19]. It also demonstrated the temporal variability of the available resource
at semi-diurnal and fortnightly time scales which may be used to characterize the variability in
energy extraction, and refine the design of energy converters (e.g., cut-in speed, rated power, etc.).
Finally, the potential effects of wind-generated surface-gravity waves may introduce increased
temporal variability in the available resource. This information is thus very important to refine
the selection of device technology and tidal stream energy sites in north-western Europe (i)
demonstrating the attractiveness with respect to resource power variability, and (ii) promoting
the development and emergence of the tidal stream sector.

2. Site descriptions
The major characteristics of the different tidal stream stream energy sites are briefly introduced by
selecting the Alderney Race as a reference and highlighting differences with the Fromveur Strait,
the Pentland Firth and the Firths of Orkney (Westray Firth, Fall of Warness and Stronsay Firth).



6This initial site description serves as a basis to highlight and discuss results associated with local
high-resolution modelling and associated tidal analysis in computational domains.

Located in the western English Channel, the Alderney Race is a strait with a width of 15 km
that separates the island of Alderney (within the Channel Islands) from Cap de La Hague (along
the coast of France) (Fig. 3). Water depth is mainly in the range 25 to 45 m with rocky seabed and
coarse seabed sediments including pebbles, gravel and rock outcrops [20,21]. The Alderney Race
has a mean spring tidal range of over 7 m and mean spring tidal currents that exceed 3.5 m s−1

[22]. This tidal stream energy site is characterized by large areas of high current speeds (mean
spring currents exceeding 2.5 m s−1 over an area of 350 km2 [6]); hence the interest in large-scale
exploitation of the tidal stream energy.

Separating, off western Brittany (France), the island of Ushant from the Molène archipelago,
the Fromveur Strait has a width of 2 km (Fig. 3). Mean water depth is approximately 50 m, with
increased spatial variations in the vicinity of surrounding islands and islets and rocks of the
archipelago. The seabed is highly heterogeneous spatially, typical of tidal strait deposits, with rock
and gravel within the strait and localised sand supplies over neighbouring sand banks [23,24].
In spite of a reduced footprint, the Fromveur Strait is recognized as the second largest tidal
stream energy site along the coast of France, with a spring tidal range over 7 m, and annual
peak velocities exceeding 4 m s−1 [25].

Connecting the Atlantic Ocean to the North Sea, the Pentland Firth separates, with a width
of 12 km, mainland Scotland from Orkney. This location, with mean water depth of 100 m, is
divided into three relatively narrow channels resulting from the presence of the islands of Stroma
and Swona: the Inner Sound, the Outer Sound and the South Ronaldsay Channel. Whereas much
of the seabed is comprised of rock, areas of mobile sediments exist in the vicinity of headlands and
islands, with localised sand supplies such as Sandy Riddle to the east and sandwaves to the west
of the island of Stroma [26,27]. In addition to the Pentland Firth, the Orkney archipelago itself
incorporates a second channel of interest that extends from the western and eastern approaches
of the Fall of Warness (the EMEC tidal test site), including Westray Firth and Stronsay Firth.
The mean water depth is between 30 and 50 m in this region, with a seabed resulting from a
combination of rocky reefs, exposed bedrocks and sedimentary substrates [28,29]. The Orkney
archipelago and the Pentland Firth act furthermore as a significant sink of tidal energy resulting
in a reduced mean spring tidal range between 3 and 4 m, typical of mesotidal conditions [30,31].
Numerical simulations estimated that peak spring tidal currents were reaching a magnitude of
5 m s−1 in the Pentland Firth with values of 3.7 m s−1 in the Fall of Warness [3,26].

3. Materials and methods
The present study was based on the exploitation (from tidal harmonic analysis) of a series of
refined numerical resource assessments to investigate different properties associated with the
exploitation of the tidal stream energy resource (including current misalignment and resource
variability at semi-diurnal and fortnightly time scales). Whereas differences may appear with
respect to the numerical approach (numerical resolution, grid spacing, time steps, etc.), calibration
(e.g. bed roughness) and sources of data (e.g. bathymetry and boundary conditions) [24,32],
predictions were assessed against available observations of tidal range and currents. We assumed
here that the existing validations were sufficient to conduct a comparison of numerical predictions
in the three tidal stream energy sites. A series of site-specific research studies was furthermore
conducted on the basis of these simulations which provided further references to analyse and
discuss the results obtained from harmonic analysis of numerical predictions.

(a) Model setup
Simulations within the Alderney Race and the Fromveur Strait were conducted with the two-
dimensional (2D) horizontal model Telemac 2D [33]. The model resolves the shallow water Barré
de Saint-Venant equations of continuity and momentum on a planar unstructured computational



7grid, particularly suited to capturing the complex shoreline topography and spatial variations in
water-depth at tidal stream energy sites. Predictions within the Alderney Race were derived from
the implementation of Thiébot et al. [34] with a computational domain that extended over the
English Channel to achieve suitable open boundary conditions (Fig. 1). The computational grid
was composed of 66,494 nodes with a spatial resolution of around 5 km at offshore sea boundaries
to 200 m within the Race. Predictions within the Fromveur Strait relied on the implementation
performed by Guillou and Chapalain [35,36] with 51,226 nodes and a spatial resolution varying
from 10 km offshore to 50 m within the Strait. In both cases, assuming logarithmic vertical velocity
profiles, a quadratic bottom friction law was adopted and formulated with respect to the bottom
roughness z0. Following Guillou and Thiébot [24], z0 was parameterised in terms of physical
roughness of the bed with respect to the different sediment bottom types identified by Vaslet et
al. [37] in the western English Channel and by Hamdi et al. [38] in western Brittany. In these two
implementations of Telemac 2D, the horizontal momentum diffusion coefficient (eddy viscosity)
was computed with a depth-averaged k − ε model. Neglecting the influences of atmospheric
pressure, wind velocity components and surface-gravity waves, both models were driven by sea
level variations and depth-averaged velocities recomposed from harmonic tidal constituents of
the TPXO8-atlas database [39].

Simulations in the Pentland Firth and within the Orkney archipelago were derived from
the implementation by Neill et al. [3] of the three-dimensional ROMS model (Regional
Ocean Modelling System) based on the Reynold-Averaged Navier Stokes equations [40]. The
computational domain extended to the North, encompassing part of Shetland at a horizontal grid
spacing of around 500 m (Fig. 1). Simulations were parameterised with a uniform quadratic drag
friction coefficient set up at CD = 0.003, while turbulent parameters derived from the Generic
Length Scale formulation were tuned to represent the k − ε model [41]. The model was driven
at the sea boundaries by FES2012 currents and elevations for the principal harmonic constituents
[42].

(b) Model validation
Simulations within the Alderney Race were compared with ADCP observations acquired by
OpenHydro at five locations around the island of Alderney [21]. An overall good agreement
was, in particular, obtained for the current magnitude in the center of the Race, with a root-
mean-square-error (RMSE) of 0.24 m s−1 over the period of the observations (between 12 July
and 17 August 2014) (Fig. 4). Predictions also reproduced the abrupt changes of current direction
between the northeast and southwest directions.

In the Ushant-Molène archipelago, model performance in assessing tide-induced vertical
variations was confirmed by a comparison of the predicted and observed M2 component at a tide
gauge in the harbor of Ushant (predicted magnitude of 2.07 m versus observed value of 2.09 m
and predicted phase of 111.0o relative to Greenwich versus an observed value of 99.9o) [43]. This
local assessment was complemented by a comparison with in-situ ADCP current observations,
acquired by the French Navy SHOM (“Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la
Marine”), at three locations in and around the Fromveur Strait [24,36,43]. The model reproduced,
in particular, the magnitudes of tidal currents within the Strait with a normalized RMSE of 14.1%
over the period of the observations (between 20 March and 2 April 1993) [36] (Fig. 5).

In the Pentland Firth and the Orkney archipelago, the numerical model was first validated
by comparing predicted amplitudes and phases of M2 and S2 harmonic components with
observations at a series of 14 tidal gauge stations published in the Admiralty Tide Tables [3].
The averaged RMSE from a 15 days simulation was estimated at 8.3 cm and 3.7 cm for the
amplitudes of M2 and S2, respectively. The associated RMSE for tidal phases of M2 and S2 was
6.8 and 7.5o, respectively. This evaluation was complemented by a detailed analysis of tidal
current constituents based on an available 32 day ADCP mooring at the Fall of Warness. This
local assessment showed differences restricted to less than 3% for the evaluation of M2 current
magnitude. This configuration of ROMS was furthermore assessed by Goward-Brown et al. [44]
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Figure 4. Observed and simulated time series of the magnitude and direction (anticlockwise convention from the east)

of the depth-averaged current within the Alderney Race (longitude = 2.085o W;latitude = 49.714o N).
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Figure 5. Observed and simulated time series of the magnitude and direction (anticlockwise convention from the east)

of the current 10 m above the bed within the Fromveur Strait (longitude = 5.036o W;latitude = 48.449o N).

in the Pentland Firth by exploiting ADCP current measurements, deployed at three locations by
Guardline Surveys on behalf of the Navigation Safety Branch of the Maritime and Coastguard
Agency. In spite of a reduced variability, predictions reproduced the observed magnitudes and
directions of depth-averaged currents. The total RMSE for the amplitudes and phases of tidal
current velocity for the principal M2 and S2 components were estimated at 0.21 m s−1, 0.04 m s−1,
and 5o and 13o, respectively.



9(c) Application of numerical predictions
For the consistent application of the numerical predictions to understand tidal energy, simulations
were driven by the principal lunar M2 and solar S2 harmonic components, and the first quarter-
diurnal harmonic M4. Tidal analysis was performed on simulated surface elevations and depth-
averaged velocities to produce a harmonic database for these three components. This treatment
was performed by relying on the implementation in Python of the Utide tidal analysis and
prediction package originally developed in Matlab by Codiga [18]. An ordinary least squares
method was adopted. The resulting tidal harmonic database was used to produce a series of
tidal energy resource metrics, characterizing the spatial and temporal variabilities of tidal current
magnitudes and associated stream power.

At the quarter-diurnal time scale, current asymmetry was characterised, following Guillou et
al. [6], by the ratio

Varasym =
umax(M4)

umax(M2)
| cos γ| (3.1)

between the maximum magnitudes of depth-averaged currents resulting from M2 and M4,
umax(M2) and umax(M4). γ = 2φ(M2)− φ(M4) accounts for the phase shift between these
two harmonic components, with φ(M2) and φ(M4) the associated phases (degrees relative to
Greenwich). Indeed, as exhibited by Pingree and Griffiths [45] and Friedrichs and Aubrey [46],
the asymmetry of tidal current magnitudes between peak ebb and flood may arise from the phase
relationship γ with (i) maximum asymmetry when M2 and M4 are in phase (γ = 0o or 180o)
and (ii) minimum asymmetry when both components are out of phase (γ = 90o or 270o). High
values of Varasym therefore indicate increased tidal asymmetry, whilst low values indicate more
symmetrical currents magnitudes and reduced intermittency between peak ebb and flood.

At the spring-neap time scale, tidal variability was assessed, following Robins et al. [5] and
Guillou et al. [6], by the ratio

Varsn = 1− umax(S2)
umax(M2)

(3.2)

between the maximum magnitudes of depth-averaged currents resulting from M2 and S2,
umax(M2) and umax(S2). As the magnitude of S2 remains weaker than M2 over the northwest
European shelf seas, and indeed most semidiurnal regions of the world, this ratio varies between
0 and 1. Reduced values of Varsn (close to 0) account for increased differences between spring
and neap tidal conditions, whilst high values (close to 1) show reduced temporal variability, more
attractive conditions for the implementation of tidal kinetic energy converters.

Finally, tidal ellipses were investigated by relying on predictions of eastward and northward
velocity components during a tidal cycle. The rectilinear or circular nature of tidal currents was
assessed with the ellipticity defined, for a single harmonic component, as the ratio between
magnitudes of the semi-minor umin and semi-major umax axes of the tidal current ellipse
r= umin/umax. Further details about the mathematical formulations of minimim and maximum
magnitudes umin and umax, and phases φ are available in [47] and [6].

4. Results and discussion

(a) Tidal range, current magnitude and power density
Before investigating the temporal variability of the available resource, integrated parameters
obtained from the tidal analysis of the numerical predictions were first considered. This includes
the magnitudes and phases of principal harmonic components for the free-surface elevations,
the peak magnitudes of recomposed depth-averaged currents, and the associated power density.
Co-tidal charts of the principal semi-diurnal lunar component M2 in the three computational
domains show considerable variations in tidal range between sites located (i) along the coast of
France and (ii) in North Scotland (Fig. 6). Confirming previous numerical investigations in these
areas [3,43,48], the amplitude of the M2 component in the Fromveur Strait and the Alderney Race



10is around twice the value predicted in the Orkney archipelago. The result of the tidal analysis
in the Orkney archipelago corroborated furthermore the noticeable time lag of semi-diurnal tidal
waves between the North Atlantic Ocean and the North Sea. For the principal M2 component,
this time lag was estimated between 50 and 60o (around 2 hours) between both approaches to the
Pentland Firth and channels in the Orkney archipelago. This phase lag was, however, reduced to
under 5o in the Fromveur Strait and the Alderney Race, with nearly equal times for high and low
tides. A clear contrast was thus exhibited between tidal stream energy sites (i) in western Brittany
and the western English Channel (with increased tidal ranges and reduced phase lags) and (ii)
in North Scotland (with reduced tidal ranges and increased phase lags). This suggested different
spatial and temporal evolutions of tidal currents.

The spatial distribution of the peak tidal current magnitudes resulting from M2, S2 and M4

highlights the potential of the three areas for tidal stream energy exploitation (Fig. 7). Confirming
previous studies [3,21,24,31], predicted maximum magnitudes ranged from 4.1 m s−1 within the
Fromveur Strait to 5.1 m s−1 within the Pentland Firth. The increased value in North Scotland
resulted mainly from a strong hydraulic gradient across tidal channels associated with the
increased phase lag in tidal free-surface elevation [26]. We retained the criteria adopted by a
series of numerical investigations around the United-Kingdom to identify potential locations
for first- and second-generation technologies of tidal stream energy converters, matching both
devices currently tested in the marine environment or at the early stages of development [2,5,49].
This corresponds to areas with water depths that exceed 25 m and mean spring tidal current
magnitudes over 2.5 and 2.0 m s−1, respectively. A clear contrast was exhibited between (i)
the Alderney Race and the Pentland Firth that showed large areas of high current magnitudes
and (ii) the Fromveur Strait and the Fall of Warness with reduced footprints (Tab. 1). The sea
space for tidal stream energy exploitation increased markedly for second generation technologies
confirming the interest in developing turbines capable of harnessing less energetic tidal streams
[6,12]. However, reduced areas were obtained by applying the criteria adopted by the Carbon
Trust [50] – identifying locations where the power density, averaged over a spring-neap tidal
cycle, exceeded the rated value of 2.5 kW m−2 (Fig. 8 and Tab. 1). The estimate of 76 km2 within
the Alderney Race is consistent with the value of 93 km2 obtained by Coles et al. [11] based on
the recomposition of tidal current time series with nine major harmonic components instead
of three (M2, S2 and M4 in the present investigation). This second criteria resulted in greater
areas suitable for turbines within the Pentland Firth than within the Alderney Race (110 km2

against 76 km2), whereas the opposite situation was obtained with the first criteria (based on
tidal current magnitude) (135 km2 in the Pentland Firth against 162 km2 in the Alderney Race,
Tab. 1). Indeed, the Alderney Race was characterized by a concentration of mean kinetic power
density around the Cotentin Peninsula, where values locally exceeded 7 kW m−2 but restricted
below 5 kW m−2 elsewhere, whereas the Pentland Firth exhibited large areas of high energy in
the vicinity of islands (including Stroma, Swona, Muckle Skerry and the Pentland Skerries on its
eastern side) (Fig. 8) [31,51].

These differences also highlighted the uncertainties in relying on integrated parameters to
characterize the available resource at tidal stream energy sites. We tested the relevance of using
the peak current magnitude in mean spring conditions (which is a local temporal indicator)
by comparing it to the available power density averaged over a spring-neap tidal cycle (which
integrated the temporal variations of the current magnitude) (Fig. 9). Different correlations
were obtained in the Alderney Race and the Pentland Firth. Locations with umax

spring between
3.5 and 4 m s−1 revealed a linear trend in the evolution of Pmean

neap−spring within the Alderney
Race, whereas increased dispersion was obtained between these two variables (umax

spring and
Pmean
neap−spring) within the Pentland Firth. Refined investigations of temporal variability of the

available resource were thus required.
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Figure 6. M2 co-tidal charts in the Alderney Race, the Fromveur Strait and the Pentland Firth and Orkney archipelago.
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13Table 1. Extents of areas where peak spring currents (based on M2, S2 and M4) exceed 2.5 m s−1 and 2.0 m s−1, the

rated values for first and second-generation turbines respectively, with mean water depths over 25 m within the Alderney

Race, the Fromveur Strait, the Pentland Firth, and the Firths of Orkney. Areal extents where the power density, averaged

over a spring-neap tidal cycle, exceeds 2.5 kW m−2 in these tidal stream energy sites.

Tidal stream Areal extent (km2)
energy site umax

spring > 2.5 m s−1 umax
spring > 2.0 m s−1 Pmean

neap−spring > 2.5 kW m−2

Alderney Race 162 >418 76
Fromveur Strait 16 25 7
Pentland Firth 135 197 110
Firths of Orkney 10 27 5

(b) Tidal current asymmetry
Tidal ellipses for the principal semi-diurnal lunar component M2 confirmed that near-rectilinear
flows prevailed at tidal stream energy sites (Fig. 10). However, the western part of the
Pentland Firth was characterized by increased ellipticity, seemingly associated with the complex
circulations in the vicinity of headlands and islands. In this region, confirming previous numerical
investigations [44], the residual currents from M2 and M4 components revealed important
recirculations extending over the width of the tidal channel (Fig. 11). The near-rectilinear nature
of tidal currents represents favourable conditions for the installation of fixed-orientation turbines,
matching the majority of technologies currently implemented in the marine environment. The
temporal variability of the available resource can thus be characterized by assessing the variations
of tidal current magnitudes between peak ebb and flood (from parameter Varasym) and between
spring and mean conditions (from parameter Varsn), setting aside variations in current directions
at tidal stream energy sites.
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Figure 11. Residual depth-averaged tidal currents resulting from M2 and M4 harmonic components over an M2 tidal

cycle.

A strong correlation was obtained in energetic areas of the Fromveur Strait between
magnitudes of (i) Varasym (which characterizes the variability of the resource between peak
ebb and flood), and (ii) the residual depth-averaged tidal currents resulting from M2 and M4

(Fig. 12). The spatial distribution of these two parameters in the three computational domains
revealed similar patterns, confirming regional investigations conducted across the north-western
European shelf seas and along the coast of France [5,6] (Figs. 11 and 13). Tidal stream energy
sites exhibited different semi-diurnal asymmetries that were reduced in the Alderney Race and
more pronounced in the Fromveur Strait and in North Scotland. In the Alderney Race, differences
were mainly exacerbated towards the edges of the tidal channel, in the vicinity of the island of
Alderney and Cap de La Hague, revealing a very important region with reduced asymmetry
in tidal current magnitude, making this a desirable region for tidal energy conversion. In
accordance with local investigations [43,52], the Fromveur Strait exhibited significant asymmetry
in a north-eastern region, experiencing flood-dominated flows, and a south-western region with
ebb-dominated flows. A central divergence zone had reduced differences in the technically
exploitable power at peak ebb and flood. In spite of a complex residual circulation marked by
a series of eddies around islands and headlands, the Pentland Firth and Orkney waters revealed
important exploitable areas. Extended areas with reduced asymmetries appeared thus (i) in the
eastern part of the Pentland Firth from the islands of Stroma and Swona to Muckle Skerry, and
(ii) within Westray Firth, in the the north-western part of Orkney. In the Pentland Firth, these
results appeared consistent with ADCP observations of current magnitudes conducted for the
Navigation Safety Branch of the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (Fig. 3). The location in the
western part of the Pentland Firth was characterised by increased asymmetry (Varasym = 0.143)
with differences exceeding 0.5 m s−1 between peak ebb and flood [30], while reduced asymmetry
was found between Stroma and Swona (Varasym = 0.008) and in the eastern part of the tidal
channel (Varasym = 0.011). In the major Firths of Orkney, our results also confirmed the analysis



15conducted by Neill et al. [3] with more pronounced asymmetry in the south-eastern part of the
tidal channel than in its north-western part.
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Figure 12. Residual depth-averaged tidal currents resulting from M2 and M4 against parameter Varasym for areas with

ellipticity below 0.04 (strongly rectilinear) and umax(M2)> 2.0 m s−1 within the Fromveur Strait.

Figure 13. Spatial distribution of parameter Varasym = umax(M4)/umax(M2)|cos(γ)| with γ = 2φ(M2)− φ(M4).



16(c) Spring-neap variability
In agreement with the regional numerical investigations conducted in the north-western
European shelf seas [5] and along the coast of France [6], there was a clear contrast in spring-neap
tidal variability of current magnitudes between (i) the Alderney Race characterized by reduced
variability (Varsn > 0.67) and (ii) the Ushant-Molène archipelago with increased variability
(Varsn < 0.62) (Fig. 14). Simulations at high-spatial resolution provided, however, an increased
definition of spring-neap tidal variability at the scale of tidal stream energy sites. In western
Brittany, the area surrounding the Molène archipelago and including the Fromveur Strait had
thus reduced variability, leading to more attractive energy conversion. Nevertheless, the area
of North Scotland exhibited more significant spring-neap tidal variability (Varsn < 0.62). The
difference was particularly noticeable between the Pentland Firth (Varsn < 0.62) and the Alderney
Race (Varsn > 0.67). In spite of smaller values obtained here and seemingly associated with
different spatial resolutions, such difference was also reported by Robins et al. [5] highlighting
less spring-neap variability of the available resource in the Alderney Race than in the Pentland
Firth. Robins et al. [5] therefore estimated that, for locations with equivalent mean spring peak
tidal current magnitudes, there was a reduction of around 10% in the annual technical power
generated by a Seagen-S 1.2 MW rated turbine between the Pentland Firth (Varsn = 0.69) and
the Alderney Race (Varsn = 0.75). As peak spring currents exceeded the rated speeds of turbines,
differences in the technically exploitable power over lunar timescales were mainly associated with
differences that occurred during neap tides. The Alderney Race was therefore characterized by
increased magnitudes of neap tidal currents, resulting in increased technical power. During neap
tides, Guillou et al. [6] showed a reduction of around 30% of the maximum power, generated
by a 1.5 MW rated turbine, between a site in the Alderney Race (Varsn = 0.69) and a site in
the Fromveur Strait (Varsn = 0.63). The averaged generated power showed, however, reduced
differences, whereas strong variability may occur between spring and neap tides.

Figure 14. Spatial distribution of Varsn = 1− umax(S2)/umax(M2).



17(d) Superimposed effect of waves
So far, we have focused on temporal variability of the tidal stream power resource neglecting
the influence of additional processes such as meteorological forcings (e.g., winds) and wind-
generated surface-gravity waves. Besides the effects that wind may have on near-surface currents,
waves may also influence tidal currents and associated kinetic energy through two non-linear
processes, by (i) increasing the apparent bottom friction felt by currents above the wave boundary
layer, and (ii) generating wave-induced currents [53,54]. These effects may be important in tidal
stream energy sites of north-western European shelf seas, characterized by energetic waves
climates with significant wave height liable to exceed 4 m (Fig. 15). These effects were, in
particular, investigated in western Brittany by coupling wave and tidal circulation models during
storm conditions [9]. Whereas the Fromveur Strait was protected from North-Atlantic incoming
waves by the isle of Ushant, waves were subjected to significant depth- and current-induced
refraction entering the southern part of the tidal channel, leading to important wave and current
interactions with conditions of waves opposing currents [56]. Predictions show a reduction of the
available mean spring tidal power density by around 12% during storm conditions (characterized
by offshore significant wave height over 5 m and peak period exceeding 14 s). Strong wave and
current interactions have also been documented in the Pentland Firth [57]. Indeed, this tidal
stream energy site was characterized by a direct exposure to North-Atlantic westerly incoming
waves that were almost aligned with tidal currents [31]. This resulted in significant wave and
current interactions manifested as tidal modulations in the significant wave height [57,58].
Whereas the western English Channel experienced important wave energy dissipation by bottom
friction, the Alderney Race may be also subjected to significant energetic events, with significant
wave height liable to exceed 6 m [59]. In spite of increased spreading of the incoming wave
direction, there were clearly important angles between wave and current directions that were
liable to minimize the effects waves may have on the currents in this tidal stream energy site.
However, Bennis et al. [60] recently demonstrated that waves may significantly alter the vertical
distribution of the current velocity magnitude in this environment.

The north-western European tidal stream energy sites considered here therefore had strong
wave and current interactions liable to impact the tide-induced variability of the kinetic energy
of tidal currents. However, these effects were mainly exhibited for stationary offshore wave
conditions, setting aside the temporal variability of the wave energy flux over continental shelf
seas [8,9]. Over the north-west European shelf seas, waves are characterized by strong seasonal
and inter-annual variations globally characterized by (i) low and nearly stable wave power
during spring and summer, and (ii) energetic and time-varying energy flux during autumn and
winter [55,61]. During the winter period, the most energetic month may vary between December

Figure 15. Wave roses computed over a ten year period (2003-2012) based on regional simulations conducted by Neill

et al. [55].



18and March [62]. The temporal variability of the wave energy flux may thus influence the tide-
induced variability of the available resource at the four sites considered in the present study.
Additional temporal variabilities may be expected when considering the modulation induced by
tidal currents on (i) the interaction between wave and current bottom boundary layers and (ii)
the wave propagation. Further numerical investigations are thus required regarding the effects of
non-stationary waves and current interactions on the available tidal stream energy resource.

5. Conclusion
In this review, we exploited high-resolution numerical simulations of the tide-induced circulation
to compare and investigate the temporal variability of the available resource in different stream
energy sites across the north-western European shelf seas: the Alderney Race in the western
English Channel, the Fromveur Strait off western Brittany, the Pentland Firth and the Firths of
the Orkney archipelago in North Scotland. Tidal analysis was performed on model predictions
to derive the spatial distribution of the magnitudes and phases of major harmonic components
M2 and S2, and quarter-diurnal harmonic M4 for tidal water elevations and depth-averaged
currents. This constituent data was exploited to produce detailed cartographies of time-integrated
parameters such as the maximum tidal current magnitude and mean available power density.
We also computed a series of tidal energy resource metrics based on harmonic components to
characterize the current asymmetry (based on M2 and M4) and spring-neap tidal variability
(based on M2 and S2). The main outcomes of the present study are as follows:

(i) The Alderney Race and the Pentland Firth contain large areas (> 130 km2) of high current
speed (peak spring current> 2.5 m s−1) that appeared suitable for the implementation of
first-generation tidal turbines. This total exploitable area was around one tenth of this
size in the Fromveur Strait and the Orkney channel (Fall of Warness).

(ii) Tidal stream energy sites were characterized by significant spatial variability in the
magnitude of the available power density. This distribution was particularly noticeable
in the Alderney Race, with a concentration of the averaged power density (during a
spring-neap tidal cycle) exceeding 6 kW m−2 near Cap de La Hague.

(iii) Rectilinear tidal currents prevailed at stream energy sites, suitable for the installation
of fixed-orientation devices. But this property of tidal currents also confirmed that the
temporal variability of the available resource (between peak ebb and flood or between
spring and neap conditions) may be investigated by relying on the magnitudes of
harmonic components, regardless of the effects of current directions.

(iv) There was a clear contrast between the Alderney Race (with reduced tidal asymmetry
and reduced spring-neap tidal variations) and tidal stream energy sites in western
Brittany and North Scotland (which were characterized by higher variability in the
available resource and appeared less attractive for energy conversion). In western
Brittany and North Scotland, areas with reduced flood-ebb asymmetry were confined
to the central divergence zone identified within the Fromveur Strait, the eastern parts of
the Pentland Firth and from the Fall of Warness to the Westray Firth (Orkney). Sites with
reduced spring-neap variability were only identified in the centre of the Fromveur Strait,
increasing its attractiveness for energy conversion.

(v) Increased variability may arise from the superimposed effects of wind-generated surface-
gravity waves, with a reduction of the available mean spring tidal stream potential of
the Fromveur Strait by around 12% during storm conditions. More significant effects
were expected in the Pentland Firth, characterized by a strong exposure to North-Atlantic
incoming waves aligned with the tidal currents.

Analysis of the temporal variability of the available resource is fundamental to optimise
the design and location of kinetic energy converters. Our results, at high-spatial resolution,
demonstrate the desirable characteristics of the tidal kinetic energy resource of the Alderney



19Race, which had low tidal asymmetry and reduced spring-neap variability. Although no devices
have yet been installed here, the Alderney Race has clear potential for large-scale exploitation of
the tidal stream energy resource. Additional simulations, coupling waves and tidal circulation
models in the western English Channel, will help to further characterize the temporal variability
of the resource in more detail.
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